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During the founding and ensuing years, Alfred of special effects has accumulated. These include
Werner's coordination chemistry provided the the chelate effect,2 the macrocyclic effect,3 cryptate
basic principles, experimental techniques, and effect,4 and multiple juxtapositional fixedness5-or
descriptive chemistry for the molecularly discrete host preorganization,_ to name a select few. Ali
compounds of the metals. Traditionally, the field of these reflect enhancements in ligand stability
accounts for the interaction between the ligands and inertia toward substitution that accompany
bound to the metal ion and the mutual influence certain structural characteristics. Those character-

on each other by metal ion and ligand. Thus the istics reflect a smaller number of ultimate sources,
ligands determine the redox properties and any which may be viewed as constraints imposed in the
residual Lewis acid or base properties of the metal process of molecular organization, the most com-
ion, and the thermodynamics and kinetics of mon constraints being topological or related to
ligand binding are matters of primary concern, the rigidity of a structure. Finally, for good

Relatively recently, two major developments binding, the ligand and metal ion, or host and
have broadened the field of coordination guest, must enjoy a proper fit; i.e., they must be

chemistry, to its natural limits. 1 The inception of complementary. With a high level of complemen-
inclusion chemistry has enlarged the subject of tarity between guest and host, or metal ion and
interaction between discrete molecular entities to ligand, maximum strength of binding occurs with

include ali possible combinations, not just metal maximum constraints. Figure 1 illustrates this
ion/ligand, but neutral molecule/host, anion/host with simple examples of monodentate ligands,
or organic cation/host. In the course of the followed by related linear chelating ligands of
growth of the fields of homogeneous catalysis and various dentate numbers, and then macrocyclic
bioinorganic chemistry, the practice of appending and macrobicyclic ligands. Substitution inertia
to ligands structural components that are not and thermodynamic stability of the complexes
ligating groups has led to the general concept of increase greatly in the same direction, for a
ligand superstructure, which is a devi_ for complementary metal ion.
expanding the role of a ligand beyond its tradi- Maximum constraint gives maximum binding
tional one of controlling the metal ion and its but that is not always desirable. For transport of
properties, a guest or metal ion, reasonably rapid dissociation

In most general terms, coordination chemistry is necessary, otherwise absurdly long time periods
deals with the organizing of molecular species, would be required, for example, for a sample to
most simply just by binding them to each other, pass through a liquid membrane. Similarly, for
In this sense, even the traditional aspects of catalytic purposes, it might be desirable for a
coordination chemistry are changing. During the substrate to be bound very tightly, but the product

of reaction, the altered substrate, must vacate itsevolution of synthetic ligands from the mono-
dentate and bidentate species used by early site in order for a second catalytic event to occur.
researchers to the complicated long chain, Clearly the design of ligands must take into

account the flexibility required for a particularbranched chain, tripodal, macrocyclic, macro-
bicyclic, etc., structures of today, a substantial list purpose.

As one looks to the possible applications of

(a) Kansas University, Lawrence, Kansas coordination chemistry in technology, ali hopes for
success rest on the structure and properties of
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Increasing Topological Constraint
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Figure 1. Topologyand the Chelate,Macrocycle,and Cr_tate Effects

coordination compounds and the way in which third pathway is unique in that it is based on
their reactions change themselves and other natural products, the cyclo-oligomeric sugars
chemical species. If one explores in depth the called cyclodextrins.9 Those molecules have
reactions of metal ions there is a limited number hydrophobic interiors well suited to neutral
of roles the metal ion may play as it affects a species. In ali cases, one or more rings define the
chemical reaction. However, ff additional func- walls of the host molecule, but the guest may be
tional groups or environmental influences are bound by a variety of interactions.
simultaneously marshalled into the reaction, then In this discussion we will be interested in

many more possibilities exist. Thus the function incorporation of a metal complex as part of the
of ligands has been expanded beyond the tradi- defining walls of a host molecule. 1° Such species
tional role of controlling the metal ion and its include complexes in which the metal ion is
properties to controlling the environment in the irreversibly trapped inside a bicyclic or tricyclic
vicinity and delivering other active groups to the ligand structure (clathrochelates); 4'11those having
reaction site. The appended additional structural sheltered sites where small ligands may bind to the
components are described as superstructure, metal ion; structures having two metal ions
Often the superstructure may enter into inclusion separated by an enclosed void within which a
chemistry with additional molecular entities, substrate may bind to both metal ions; structures

Three highly visible beginnings can be found wh3se cavities readily selectively accommodate
for molecular inclusion chemistry. Along one organic substrates. Species of this kind have been
route it evolved naturally from the chemistry of developed as biomimics and as homogeneous
synthetic macrocycles, proceeding via the crown catalysts. The size of a cavity may be used to
ethers of Charles Pedersen, 7 through the alkali restrict the binding to certain species or to lower
and alkaline earth complexes of cryptates, to the the affinity of the metal ion for the species it
complexes of ammonia, ammonium ion, ammines, binds; to create a polar or an apolar (or protic vs.
and water and alcohols and anions with hydrogen aprotic) environment near a bound ligand or
bonding and electrostatic host molecules, substrate; or synergistic groups may be well placed
Another route enlarged the simple cyciophanes inside a cavity, either covalently bound or
into relatively complicated but related structures cohosted. Martell's12bis(tren) tt-peroxo dicobalt
well suited to neutral molecule binding,s The complex illustrates the binding of a guest by two
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metal ions (Figure 2), while the eyciodextrin organisms and ali need to be thoroughly under-
catalyst in Figure 3 illustrates the hydrophobic stood, both as they are basic to biology and in
binding of a substrate near reactive groups, order to exploit them in the service of society.
including the metal ion.13 Possible applications for dioxygen carriers

range from such small and fine applications as in

_?/_ vivo O2 sensors and hearing aid batteries to high/_ H H /-_ volume needs such as foundry gas and storing off-

_,/ "N"". o_3." N" ",,, peak electrical energy. Despite recurrento ° @ attempts, no transition metal dioxygen carriers are
\.. "'..3; "'...3* .,/

N ..........LO LO ........r__ currentlyincommercialuse.The reasonsreside

I_/_HN:'_;" '.'0--0" ':':" NH_ ..,\__.). in the requirements for such applications and the
'_,-_ "'N inherent properties of the compounds. Foremost

_N" is long service life, the ultimate bugaboo of-vo- J -..,/.
O synthetic dioxygen carriers. Ali are destroyed by

the 0 2 they are designed to carry. Even the
Figure 2. Martelrs Bis(tren) Bridging 0 2 Carrier. hemoglobin in the human body is only used a few
Reprinted with permission from Ref 12 (1988), months before it is replaced by natural processes.
American Chemical Society. For applications at the commodity level, service

lifetimes of years would be preferred. Other
parameters that are critical to the application of
dioxygen carriers are dioxygen affinity, kinetics of

C) N (3 binding and dissociation, and such general proper-

,-- ties as solubility and diffusion coefficient.

_N __. IN i'.. We have proposed that superstructured poly-

- dentate chelates will eventually make dioxygen

, carriers practical for industry, first for the fine
k__ N applications. The main part of the ligand must, as

stated above, determine the electronic properties,

\ 0 the coordination number, the spin state, and the
- redox potentials of the metal complex.14 If it is

polydentate, ali or almost ali of the non-O 2
ligating atoms can be strung together in a manner
such that the metal-ligand binding is optimized.
This is desirable to assure the stability of the
dioxygen carrier. The superstructure can provide
a hydrophobic environment and prevent binding of
larger bases or highly solvated bases at the

t dioxygen binding site. It can also be used to

N0 2 adjust the dioxygen affinity and the kinetics of
binding and dissociation. Figure 4 shows some of

Figure 3. Hydrophobic Binding of Substrate by the relatively new superstruetured cobalt(II)
Cyclodextrine Catalyst. Reprinted with permission dioxygen carriers we have studied. 14 The first
from Ref 13 (1971), American Chemical Society. such complex was prepared by Schlessinger 16many

years ago in an attempt to span a bridging group

Inclusion chemistry has been used extensively between trans donor atoms in a square planar
in the laboratories of this speaker in the study of complex. Martin 17 exploited the idea in an unsuc-
biomimics, including dig_xygencarriers 14and oxy- cessful attempt to produce an 0 2 carrier, but
genase enzyme models. 15 The heme proteins Ransohoff, Dzugan and Busch is eventually showed
perform a number of central functions in respiring
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that Martin's ligand is indeed an 0 2 carrier, albeit
., .. a weak one. Figure 5 shows the manner in which
"lr ., Ramprasad built a bridge across a classic Schiff

x base complex.Z9We have learned most from the
N-., "v_ StUdyof the eyclidene complexes, espeeial_, in thef%

X M Y

_N" "NJ F""['" /N.y_ case of the iron(II) derivatives (Figure 6)." Prior

,_N. " "V'." '."_'-./ tO the development of these complexes, the only. , _ well characterized dioxygen carriers of iron(II)
, x were based on the natural prosthetic group, the
Rz

porphyrin ligand. In order to produce a signifi-
1. CYCLIDENE MACROCYCLE 2. GOEDKEN MACROCYCLE

cant synthetic iron(II) dioxygen carrier it is
F.._ ., necessary to (1) achieve electronic and spatial
o,-"-o "'YJ"r"' complementarity with 0 2, (2) use a polydentate

"-"F'"/N"F"" f''c./No ligand of sufficient constraint to bind iron
.'_'N" "N_". "N"'O strongly, (3) provide structural features that hinder

I

_.e.o .,_.L , rapid autoxidation mechanisms, and (4) provide
r""_ _' some means of modifying the dioxygen affinity and

3. BIS(DIOXIME) MACROCYCLE 4. ACACEN SCHIFF BASE other performance parameters.0_radmta=e)

At least two and probably more mechanisms
are responsible for the oxidation of iron(II)

"' carriers dioxygen (autoxidation). The
. .,._., dioxygenmostgeneral and bYbestcharacterized involves the
i_",c.° o_, .c,

." 'o :I_ _ simultaneous binding of two iron atoms to a single

o- -. "o 0 2 unit, producing a highly reactive peroxide" "'_"' bridged intermediate. Nature prevented this
mechanism in her heme proteins by isolating each

s. sAtz.SCHIFFBASE 6 .ALOX iron-porphyrin unit inside a globular protein.

Figure 4. Parent Ligands of Cobalt(II) Dioxygen Our iron(II) cyclidene dioxygen carriers, under
Carriers certain conditions, have E ° values for the

Fe3+/Fe 2+ couple that are very close to those of

so N_/o o hemoglobin and myoglobin thereby suggesting

_oo _Loo electronic complementarity. The cavity (Figure 6)

F"'.']_o {_L..o__'-o_" provides spatial complementarity; it also hinders
M_N--C.\_/ R' Me,_--c_ the peroxide bridge autoxidation mechanism.

,j I • 2"
R N • R_ fR1 2 °

R a

I\ NHO "_N'_g

-°_ ° R_ B

Figure 5. Synthesisof SuperstructuredLacunar Figure 6. Structureof the Iron(II) Complexof a
PentadentateSchiffBaseDioxygen Carrier. Cyclidene. Flat projectionon left and3D
Reprinted with permission from Ref 14 (1988), structure on right. Reprinted with permission
Plenum Publishing corp. from Ref 14 (1988), I1 Pensiero Scientifico.
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Finally, the cavity size can be altered, thereby Figure 7 shows that the cavity in a cyclidene
providing facile means of controlling dioxygen can be varied greatly by adding 6-membered rings
affinity. In fact affinities spanning those of the as risers on both sides of the cavity. Using these
natural products have been observed, species and NMR longitudinal relaxation measure-

The cytochromes P450 are among the more merits, we have demonstrated the binding of suit-
exciting reagents of nature. They are heme pro- able organic substrates within these cyclidenes. 22
teins and they form 0 2 adducts, but the adducts Molecular mechanics and computer imaging have
activate dioxygen into such a reactive species that been most helpful, as weil. Finally, using the
almost any organic substrate can be oxygenated, unpaired electron of the dioxygen adduct of the
Great specificity can be achieved, but it is in cobalt(II) complex, we have been able to prove the
selective binding by the induced enzyme. Mimics existence of the model ternary complex. 21
of these species would be enormously useful to
society. Since the activation occurs when both 0 2 Acknowledgment
and the organic substrate are bound to the The support of the National Science Founda-
enzyme, we have concentrated on studying models tion and the National Institutes of Health is

for the ternary complex. 21 "gratefully acknowledged.
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Figure 7. Expansion of the Cavity of Cyclidene Complexes by Using 6-Membered Rings as Risers
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